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Abstract This paper focuses on the branching process for solving any

constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). A parametrised schema is pro-

posed that (with suitable instantiations of the parameters) can solve

CSP's on both �nite and in�nite domains. The paper presents a formal

speci�cation of the schema and a statement of a number of interesting

properties that, subject to certain conditions, are satis�ed by any in-

stances of the schema. It is also shown that the operational procedures

of many constraint systems (including cooperative systems) satisfy these

conditions. Moreover, the schema is also used to solve the same CSP in

di�erent ways by means of di�erent instantiations of its parameters.
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1 Introduction

To solve a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP), we need to �nd an assignment
of values to the variables such that all constraints are satis�ed. A CSP can have
many solutions; usually either any one or all of the solutions must be found.
However, sometimes, because of the cost of �nding all solutions, partial CSP's
are used where the aim is just to �nd the best solution within �xed resource
bounds. An example of a partial CSP is a constraint optimisation problem (COP)
that assigns a value to each solution and tries to �nd an optimal solution (with
respect to these values) within a given time frame.

A common method for solving CSP's is to apply �ltering algorithms (also
called arc consistency algorithms or propagation algorithms) that remove incon-
sistent values from the initial domain of the variables that cannot be part of any
solution. The results are propagated through the whole constraint set and the
process is repeated until a stable set is obtained. However, �ltering algorithms
are, often, incomplete in the sense that they are not adequate for solving a CSP
and, as consequence, it is necessary to employ some additional strategy called
constraint branching that divides the variable domains and then continues with
the propagation on each branch independently.

Constraint Solving algorithms have received intense study from many re-
searchers, although the focus has been on developing new and more e�cient
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methods to solve classical CSP's [8, 21] and partial CSP's [9, 15]. See [14, 17{
19] for more information on constraint solving algorithms and [13, 16] for se-
lected comparisons. To our knowledge, despite the fact that it is well known that
branching step is a crucial process in complete constraint solving, papers con-
cerned with the general principles of constraint solving algorithms have mainly
focused on the �ltering step [1, 7, 20].

In this paper, we propose a schema for constraint solving for both classical
and partial CSP's that includes a generic formulation of the branching process.
(This schema may be viewed as a generalisation and extension of the interval
lattice-based constraint-solving framework in [7].) The schema can be used for
most existing constraint domains (�nite or continuous) and, as for the framework
in [7], is also applicable to multiple domains and cooperative systems. We will
show that the operational procedures of many constraint systems (including
cooperative systems) satisfy these conditions.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 shows the basic notions used
in the paper and Section 3 describes the main functions involved in constraint
solving with special attention to those involved in the branching step. In Sec-
tion 4 a generic schema for classical constraint solving is developed and its
main properties are declared. Then, Section 5 extends the original schema for
partial constraint solving and more properties are declared. Section 6 shows sev-
eral instances of the schema to solve both di�erent CSP's. Section 7 contains
concluding remarks. Proofs of the properties can be found in a longer version of
this paper available in http://www.lcc.uma.es/�afdez/recentpapers.

2 Basic concepts

Let D;D1; : : : ; Dn be sets or domains. Then #D denotes the cardinality of D,
}(D) its power set and D< denote any totally ordered domain. ?D and >D

denote respectively, if they exist, the bottom and top element of D and �ctitious
bottom and top elements otherwise. Throughout the paper, � denotes a set of
domains called computation domains.

De�nition 1. (Constraint satisfaction problem) A Constraint satisfaction prob-
lem (CSP) is a tuple hV ;D; Ci where

{ V = fv1; : : : ; vng is a non-empty �nite set of variables.

{ D = }(D1)� : : :� }(Dn) where Di 2 �.

{ C � }(D1; : : : ; Dn) is a set of constraints for D.

If, as in the above de�nition, D = }(D1) � : : : � }(Dn), where Di 2 � for
all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, then the set of all constraints for D is denoted as CD and the
set fDi j 1 � i � ng is denoted as �D.

De�nition 2. (Constraint store) Let S = (d1; : : : ; dn) 2 D. Then S is called

a constraint store for hV ;D; Ci. S is consistent if, for all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, di 6= ;.
S is divisible if S is consistent and for some i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, #di > 1. Let



S0 = (d01; : : : ; d
0
n
) be another constraint store for hV ;D; Ci. Then S �s S

0
if and

only if di � d0
i
for 1 � i � n.

S is a solution for hV ;D; Ci if S = (fs1g; : : : ; fsng) and (s1; : : : ; sn) 2 c, for

all c 2 C. S0 is a partial solution for hV ;D; Ci if there exists a solution S00 for

hV ;D; Ci such that S00 �s S
0
. In this case we say that S0 covers S00.

The set of all solutions for hV ;D; Ci is denoted as Sol(hV ;D; Ci). Note that,
if S 2 Sol(hV ;D; Ci), then S is consistent and not divisible. If (d1; : : : ; dn) 2 D
and i 2 f1 : : : ; ng, then (d1; : : : ; dn)[di=d

0] = (d1; : : : ; di�1; d
0; di+1; : : : ; dn):

De�nition 3. (Stacks) Let P = (S1; : : : ; S`) 2 }(D). Then P is a stack for
hV ;D; Ci. Let P 0 = (S01; : : : ; S

0
`0
) be another stack for hV ;D; Ci. Then P �p P 0

if and only if for all Si 2 P (1 � i � `), there exists S0
j
2 P 0 (1 � j � `0) such

that Si �s S
0
j
. In this case we say that P 0 covers P .

3 The Branching Process

This section describes the main functions used in the branching process.
First we de�ne a �ltering function which removes inconsistent values from

the domains of a constraint store.

De�nition 4. (Filtering function) �lteringD :: }(CD) � D ! D is a called a

�ltering function for D if, for all S 2 D,

(a) �lteringD(C; S) �s S;

(b) 8R 2 Sol(hV ;D; Ci) : R �s S =) R �s �lteringD(C; S):
(c) If �lteringD(C; S) is consistent and not divisible then �lteringD(C; S) is a

solution for hV ;D; Ci.

Condition (a) ensures that the �ltering never gains values, condition (b)
guarantees that no solution covered by a constraint store is lost in the �ltering
process and condition (c) guarantees the correctness of the �ltering function.

Variable ordering is an important step in constraint branching. We de�ne a
selecting function which provides a schematic heuristic for variable ordering.

De�nition 5. (Selecting function) Let S = (d1; : : : ; dn) 2 D. Then

choose :: fS 2 D j S is divisibleg ! f}(D) j D 2 �Dg

is called a selecting function for D if choose(S) = dj (1 � j � n) and #dj > 1.

Example 1. Here is a naive strategy to select the left-most divisible domain.

Precondition : fS = (d1; : : : ; dn) 2 D is divisibleg

choosenaive(S) = d

Postcondition : f9j 2 f1; : : : ; ng : d = dj ; #dj > 1 and

8i 2 f1; : : : ; j � 1g : #di = 1g:



In the process of branching, some computation domain has to be partitioned,
in two or more parts, in order to introduce a choice point. We de�ne a splitting

function which provides a heuristic for value ordering.

De�nition 6. (Splitting function) Let D 2 � and k > 1. Then

split
D
:: }(D)! }(D)� : : :� }(D)| {z }

k times

is called a splitting function for D if, for all d 2 }(D), #d > 1, this function is

de�ned splitD(d) = (d1; : : : ; dk) such that the following properties hold:

Completeness : d1 [ : : : [ dk = d:

Disjointness : d1 \ : : : \ dk = ;:

Contractance : di � d; 8i 2 f1; : : : ; kg:

To guarantee termination, even on continuous domains, an extension of the
concept of precision map shown in [7] is applied here.

De�nition 7. (Precision map) Let <I = (<+; Integer) where <
+

is the do-

main of non-negative reals. Then precisionD is a precision map for D 2 �, if

precisionD is a strict monotonic function from }(D) to <I.
Let S = (d1; : : : ; dn) be a constraint store for hV ;D; Ci and, for each D 2 �D,

precisionD is de�ned for D. Then, a precision map for D = (D1; : : : ; Dn) is

de�ned as

precision(S) =
X

1�i�n

precisionDi
(di);

where the sum in <I is de�ned as (a1; a2) + (b1; b2) = (a1 + b1; a2 + b2).

The monotonicity of the precision is a direct consequence of the de�nition.

Proposition 1. Let S; S0 be two constraint stores for hV ;D; Ci. If S �s S
0
then

precision(S) <<I precision(S0).

The precision map also means a novel way to normalise the selecting func-
tions when the constraint system supports multiple domains. For instance, the
well known �rst fail principle chooses the variable constrained with the smallest
domain. For multiple domain constraint systems to emulate the �rst fail princi-
ple, we de�ne choose=1 so that it selects the domain with the smallest precision1.
We denote this procedure by choose� .

Precondition : fS = (d1; : : : ; dn) 2 D is divisibleg

choose� (S) = d

Postcondition : f9j 2 f1; : : : ; ng : d = dj ;#dj > 1 and

8i 2 f1; : : : ; ngnfjg : #di > 1 =) precision
Dj
(dj) �<I precision

Di
(di)g:

1 It is straightforward to include more conditions e.g., if di; dk; dj have the same (min-

imum) precision, the most left domain can be chosen i.e., dminimum(i;k;j) .



4 Branching in Constraint Solving

Figure 1 shows a generic schema for solving any CSP hV ;D; Ci. This schema
requires the following parameters: C, the set of constraints to solve, a constraint
store S for hV ;D; Ci, a bound p 2 <I and a non-negative real bound ". There
are a number of values and subsidiary procedures that are assumed to be de�ned
externally to the main branch procedure:

{ a �ltering function �lteringD=2 for D;
{ a selecting function choose=1 for D;
{ a splitting function splitD for each domain D 2 �D;
{ a precision map for D (therefore it is assumed that there is de�ned one
precision map for each D 2 �D);

{ a stack P 2 }(D) for hV ;D; Ci.

It is assumed that all the external procedures have an implementation that
terminates for all possible values.

procedure branch(C; S; p; ")

begin

S  �ltering
D
(C; S); (1)

if S is consistent then (2)

if (S is not divisible or p < ><I and p � precision(S) � ("; 0)) then (3)

push(P; S); %% Add S to top of P (4)

else (5)

dj  choose(S); (6)

(dj1; : : : ; djk) splitDj
(dj); where dj � Dj ; (7)

branch(C; S[dj=dj1]; precision(S); ") _
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : _

branch(C; S[dj=djk]; precision(S); ");

9=
;%% Choice Points (8)

endif ;

endif ;

end.

Figure1. branch=4: A Generic Schema for Constraint Solving

Theorem 1. (Properties of the branch=4 schema) Let S be the top element in

D (i.e., S = (D1; :::; Dn)), " 2 <
+
and p = ><I. Then, the following properties

are guaranteed:

1. Termination: if " > 0:0 then branch(C; S; p; ") terminates;



2. Completeness: if " = 0:0 and the execution of branch(C; S; p; ") terminates,

then the �nal state for the stack P contains all the solutions for hV ;D; Ci;
3. Approximate completeness: if " > 0:0 and R is a solution for hV ;D; Ci, then

an execution of branch(C; S; p; ") will result in P containing either R or a

partial solution R0 that covers R.

4. Correctness: if " = 0:0, the stack P is initially empty and the execution

of branch(C; S; p; ") terminates with R in the �nal state of P , then R is a

solution for hV ;D; Ci.
5. Approximate correctness or control on the result precision: If P0:0, P"1 and

P"2 are stacks resulting from any terminating execution of branch(C; S; p; ")
(where initially P is empty) when " has the values 0:0, "1 and "2, respectively,
0:0 < "1 < "2 and P0:0 is not empty, then P0:0 �p P"1 �p P"2 :
(In other words, the set of (possibly partial) solutions in the �nal state of the

stack is dependent on the value of " in the sense that lower " is, closer to

the real set of solutions is).

Observe that the bound " guarantees termination and allows to control the
precision of the results.

5 Solving optimisation problems

The schema in Figure 1 can be adapted to solve COPs by means of three new
subsidiary functions.

De�nition 8. (Subsidiary functions and values) Let D< be a totally ordered

domain
2
. Then we de�ne

{ a cost function, fcost :: D ! D<;

{ an ordering relation, � :: D< �D< 2 f>;<;=g;
{ a bound, � 2 D<.

Then the extended schema, branch+=4, is obtained from the schema branch=4
by replacing Line 4 in Figure 1 with:

if fcost(S) � � then �  fcost(S); push(P; S) endif; (4*)

Theorem 2. (Properties of the branch+=4 schema) Let S be the top element in

D (i.e., S = (D1; :::; Dn)), " 2 <
+
and p = ><I. Then, the following properties

hold:

1. Termination: if " > 0:0, then the execution of branch+(C; S; p; ") terminates;

2. If fcost is a constant function with value � and � is =, then all properties

shown in Theorem 1 hold for the execution of branch+(C; S; p; ").
3. Soundness on optimisation: if " = 0:0, � is > (resp. <), � = ?D<

(resp.

>D<
), the stack P is initially empty and the execution of branch+(C; S; p; ")

terminates with P non-empty, then the top element of P is the �rst solution

found that maximises (resp. minimises) the cost function.

2 Normally D< would be <.



Unfortunately, if " is higher than 0.0, we cannot guarantee that the top of the
stack contains a solution or even a partial solution for the optimisation problem.
However, by imposing a monotonicity condition on the cost function fcost=1, we
can compare solutions.

Theorem 3. (More properties on optimisation) Suppose that, for i 2 f1; 2g,
P"i is a stack resulting from the execution of branch+(C; S; p; "i) where "i 2 <

+
.

Suppose also that top(P ) returns the top element of a non empty stack P . Then,

if "1 < "2 the following property hold.

Approximate soundness: If for i 2 f1; 2g, P"i is not empty, and top(P"2 ) is
a solution or covers a solution for hV ;D; Ci, then, if fcost=1 is monotone and �

is < (i.e., a minimisation problem),

fcost(top(P"1 )) �D<
fcost(top(P"2));

and, if fcost=1 is anti-monotone and � is > (i.e.,a maximisation problem),

fcost(top(P"1 )) �D<
fcost(top(P"2)):

Therefore, by using a(n) (anti-)monotone cost function, the lower " is, the
better the (probable) solution is. Moreover, decreasing " is a means to discard
approximate solutions. For instance, in a minimisation problem, if

fcost(top(P"1)) �D<
fcost(top(P"2 ))

with fcost=1 monotone, then, by the approximate soundness property it is de-
duced that top(P"2 ) cannot be a solution or cover a solution.

6 Examples

To illustrate the schemas branch=4 and branch+=4 presented in the previous two
sections, several instances of branch=4 are given for some well-known domains
of computation. In the following, branchX denotes an instance of the schema
branch=4 for solving the CSP hV ;D; Ci where X � �D. We assume that

� =fBool ; Integer ;<;Set Integerg [ fInterv(D) j D is a latticeg:

where Interv(D) denotes the set f(d1; d2) j d1; d2 2 D; d1 � d2g.
To identify branchD, we indicate a possible de�nition for both the splitting

function and the precision map for each D 2 �D and assume that both a select-
ing function and a �ltering function for D have been already de�ned. We also
indicate the initial value of S 2 D, so that the execution of branchD(C; S; p; ")
allows to solve the CSP where " 2 <+.

The �nite domain (FD) Constraint solving in a FD of sparse elements is
solved by an instance branchFD as de�ned below where splitFD is de�ned as a
naive enumeration strategy in which values are chosen from left to right. For



example, consider a �nite domain of integers [5], Booleans [4] or �nite sets of
integers [6]).

FD 2 fInteger ;Bool ;Set Integerg;

branchFD

8>><
>>:
S = (FD ; : : : ;FD| {z }

n times

);

precisionFD (d) = (#d; 0);
splitFD (fa1; a2; a3; : : : ; akg) = (fa1g; fa2; a3; : : : ; akg):

Finite closed intervalsMany existing FD constraint systems solve constraints
de�ned in the domain of closed intervals [a; b] where a; b 2 FD and denoted
here by a::b. Usually a; b are either integers [3], Booleans3 [4] or �nite sets of
integers [10]. Here are two instances of our schema that solve CSP's on these
domains:

FD 2 fInteger ;Boolg;

branch Interv(FD)

8>><
>>:
S = (?FD ::>FD ; : : : ;?FD ::>FD| {z }

n times

);

precision Interv(FD)(a::b) = (b� a; 0);

split Interv(Integer)(a::b) = (a::a; a+ 1::b):

FD = Set Int ;

branchInterv(FD)

8>><
>>:
S = (;::Integer ; : : : ; ;::Integer| {z }

n times

);

precisionInterv(FD)(a::b) = (#b�#a; 0);

split Interv(FD)(a::b) = (a::bnfcg; a[ fcg::b) where c 2 bna:

Lattice (interval) domain In [7], we have described a generic �ltering algo-
rithm that propagates interval constraints on any domain L with lattice struc-
ture subject to the condition that a function �L :: L� L! < is de�ned that is
strictly monotonic on its �rst argument and strictly anti-monotonic on its second
argument. Below we provide an instance to solve any CSP de�ned on Interv(L):

branchInterv(L)

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

L is a lattice and S = ([?L;>L]; : : : ; [?L;>L| {z }
n times

]);

precision Interv(L)(r) =

8>><
>>:

(b �L a; 2) if r = [a; b];
(b �L a; 1) if r = (a; b];
(b �L a; 1) if r = [a; b);
(b �L a; 0) if r = (a; b);

split Interv(L)(fa; bg) = (fa; c]; (c; bg) where a �L c �L b:

3 The Boolean domain is considered as the integer subset f0; 1g.



fa; bg denotes any interval in L. With this instance we have a constraint solving
mechanism for solving (interval) constraints de�ned on any domain with lattice
structure. Thus it is a good complement to the �ltering algorithm in [7]. Note
also that if L is < and �L is �, we obtain the instance branchInterv(<) (also, if

c = b�a
2:0

we have a usual strategy of real interval division at the mid point).

A cooperative domain The schema also supports cooperative instances that
solve CSP's de�ned on multiple domains. This is done by mixing together several
instances of the schema branch=4. As an example, consider branchBNR as de-
�ned below where split Interv(D) and precision Interv(D) are de�ned as in previous
examples for D 2 fBool ; Integer ;<g:

branchBNR

(
� = fInterv(D) j D 2 fBool ; Integer ;<gg:
S = (;::D1; : : : ; ;::Dn| {z }); fD1; : : : ; Dng � fBool ; Integer ;<g:

This instance simulates the well known splitsolve method of CLP(BNR) [2].

7 Concluding remarks

This paper analyses the branching process in constraint solving. We have pro-
vided a generic schema for solving CSP's on �nite or continuous domains as well
on multiple domains. We have proved key properties such as correctness and
completeness. We have shown how termination may be guaranteed by means of
a precision map. We have also shown, by means of an example, how, for systems
supporting multiple domains, the precision map can be used to normalise the
heuristic for variable ordering.

By using a schematic formulation for the branching process, we have indi-
cated which properties of main procedures involved in branching are responsible
for the key properties of constraint solving.

By combining a �ltering function satisfying our conditions with an appropri-
ate instance of our schema, we obtain an operational semantics for a constraint
programming domain (for example: FD, sets of integers, Booleans, multiple do-
mains, ...,etc) and systems designed for constraint solving such as clp(FD) [3],
clp(B) codognet+:local-prop-jar96, DecLic [11], clp(B/FD) [4], CLIP [12], Con-
junto [10] or CLP(BNR) [2].
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